
ters feel unique and diverse enough to warrant their very own
franchises. Divided into four classes, their guns and play-styles
may feel familiar to veterans of the FPS genre, but the result of
mixing in together these varieties of influences creates a chaotic
but surprisingly balanced battlefield. My personal favorite throw-
back is the cowboy MCree’s (yes you can play as a Gun slinging
cowboy) hand gun. It looks and feels almost exactly to the mag-
num pistol in ‘Half-life’ and that was easily my favorite piece of
weaponry in that game. Whether you like healing your allies with
the angelic Mercy or like piloting your very own anime mech with
D.Va, ‘Overwatch’ is sure to please even the most inexperienced
of shooters. 

These 21 characters fill out ‘Overwatch’s 12 colorful maps that
are set all over the world. For as much as Blizzard used iconic FPS
shooters as influences - the key inspiration behind the game is
our planet itself. Not only do our characters come from all the sev-
en continents but so do the maps. Nepal, Greece’s Ilios and the
Hanamura map set in Japan are vivid, stunning arenas set apart
more for their simplicity in style than their overbearing and seri-
ous nature that plague so many maps in other shooters. Even
though they are small and tightly enclosed at points - you can tell
how much love and care the artists put in to designing these real
world places. 

However, the maps are not designed to be sandbox play areas.
Each of the 12 maps has set objectives placed onto them. These
objectives are divided into the 4 modes that set the pace and
tone of ‘Overwatch’s fast and frantic play sessions. In London’s
‘Kings Row’, the attacking team will be pushing a payload (think a
slow moving cart) that first must be captured on a point and then
slowly nudged towards the finishing line while the defending
team tries to hold them off until the timer winds down. 

This attack/defense mechanic gives ‘Overwatch’ its distinct
feel. Not only are the win conditions completely objective-based
but the ability to switch heroes’ on-the-fly gives these 10-15
minute matches a truly epic and memorable feel. For example, if
you’re placed on defense on the ‘Gibraltar’ map, you might want
to take Pharah to pummel and harass your opponents from afar
with her rocket launcher because of the wide-open nature of the
starting area. But as the payload moves towards the middle
indoor section, Pharah can get easily sniped if the attackers have
a Widowmaker or a Hanzo (the two sniper characters). So you
might want to switch to a Reaper or Tracer to flank the attackers
in more short-burst attacks and nullify treats in close quarters
combat. 

The array of strategies rewards the player for thinking on the
fly and adapting their play style to both the map and the compo-

sition of the enemy team. After almost a decade of brainlessly
running and gunning your way through the ‘Call of Duty’ and
‘Battlefield’ clones that have dampened the FPS genre this last
generation - ‘Overwatch’ is a fantastic breath of fresh air.

Looking ahead 
Even though the current package is of exceptional quality,

Blizzard can still do much to further improve it. The ‘Loot Box’ pro-
gression system has some great cosmetics but can feel a tad slow
to unlock at times while the lack of any story mode may put off a
few single player fans. There is a deep lore to the characters and
the world but Blizzard is currently hiding them in cinematics,
comics and their website. In the future, I would love to see them
have a resource to access this material within the game itself
because those gorgeous cinematics deserve to be seen.   

As it currently stands, ‘Overwatch’ is a fabulous, fun and
insanely addicting multiplayer shooter that harks back to the clas-
sics of the genre’s past and strips away the grime that has been
infesting the genre’s present. At 40$ on PC it is well worth the ask-
ing price regardless if you have experience in FPS games as many
of the characters don’t require twitch based shooting skills. With
more heroes, more modes and more maps planned for the future,
‘Overwatch’ has the potential to grow even further. At their very
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